Abstract. We analyze the deformation theory of equivariant vector bundles. In particular, we provide an effective criterion for verifying whether all infinitesimal deformations preserve the equivariant structure. As an application, using rigidity of the Frobenius homomorphism of general linear groups, we prove that projectivizations of Frobenius pullbacks of tautological vector bundles on Grassmanians are arithmetically rigid, that is, do not lift over rings where p = 0. This gives the same conclusion for Totaro's examples of Fano varieties violating Kodaira vanishing. We also provide an alternative purely geometric proof of non-liftability mod p 2 and to characteristic zero of the Frobenius homomorphism of a reductive group of non-exceptional type.
Introduction
The following paper is motivated by the will to understand deformation theoretic phenomena arising in characteristic p > 0 algebraic geometry. By the classical result of Deligne and Illusie [DI87] , a natural source of interesting examples is given by varieties violating Kodaira vanishing. More precisely, the authors prove that a smooth variety defined over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 does not lift over the ring of Witt vectors of length two (mod p 2 for short) if dim X < p and X admits an ample line bundle L such that H i (X, ω X ⊗ L ) = 0, for some i > 0.
In a recent paper [Tot17] , Totaro constructed varieties violating Kodaira vanishing satisfying two additional peculiar properties. Firstly, they are very specific geometrically -the anticanonical bundle is ample. Secondly, the dimension condition dim X < p is not satisfied, and therefore the deformation theoretic behaviour cannot be described using merely the results of [DI87] . The main goal of this paper is to develop appropriate tools to overcome this problem and derive some interesting consequences in deformation theory.
Let us first present the main technique in our toolkit. The Totaro's varieties, described thoroughly in §1.1, are constructed as projectivizations of Frobenius pullbacks of equivariant vector bundles on proper homogeneous spaces for the action of a reductive group. Such bundles arise from representations of the corresponding parabolic subgroup and therefore it is natural to ask when the deformations of vector bundles preserve the equivariant structure, and consequently give rise to deformations of the representation. The following general result gives a necessary criterion for this to happen.
functor, corresponding to an element of H 1 (X, End(E )), needs to be preserved by the G-action. The second condition concerns the obstruction classes to lifting the cocycle giving the equivariant structure (cf. Remark 3.4).
1.1. Applications -deformation theory of Totaro's examples. Our main application of the above result is to deformation theory of Totaro's varieties. Let us now recall Totaro's construction. From now on, by k we denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 5, and by W (k) the associated ring of Witt vectors. Let N = p + 2, and let π : Fl(1, 2, N ) → Gr(2, N ) be the natural projection from the partial flag variety to the Grassmanian of two-dimensional subspaces Gr(2, N ). The variety X is defined by the Frobenius pullback of π, that is, by the cartesian diagram:
Since Fl(1, 2, N ) is isomorphic to the projectivization P Gr(2,N ) (S ) of the tautological vector bundle S on Gr(2, N ), the variety X is in fact isomorphic to P Gr(2,N ) (F * S ). By [Tot17, Theorem 2.1] we know that there exists a very ample divisor A on X satisfying the following properties:
iii) H i (X, O X (A)) = 0 for i 2. In particular, the variety X is Fano and violates the Kodaira vanishing theorem.
We approach the deformation theory of Totaro's varieties by treating a more general problem of understanding the deformations of Frobenius pullbacks of tautological bundles on Grassmanians Gr(d, n), for 2 d n − 2. For this purpose, we first use a simple argument to show that deformations of the projectivization in fact induces a deformation of the vector bundle. We are then in the position to apply Theorem 1.1. Since we are working in characteristic p > 0, the representation theory of reductive groups is fairly complicated, and therefore we need to apply the Borel-Bott vanishing substitutes proven by Andersen (see §6.2 for the details). In the end we see that deformations of the varieties in question induce deformations of the associated representation of the parabolic subgroup. It turns out that the presence of the Frobenius pullback in the definition of the vector bundle implies that associated representation of the parabolic subgroup factors through the Frobenius homomorphism. Consequently every deformation of the bundle yields a deformation of the Frobenius homomorphism of GL d , for d 2. The results described in the next section imply that the Frobenius of a reductive group of positive rank deforms only to rings where p = 0, and hence we obtain the following: Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 6.5). Let S be the tautological vector bundle on the Grassmanian variety Gr(d, N ), for 2 d N − 2. Then P(F * S ) does not lift to any ring where p = 0. In particular, the same conclusion holds for Totaro' 
s examples.
This describes the deformation theory of Totaro's examples, and moreover provides a bunch of new examples of arithmetically rigid schemes. Such varieties are very rare. First examples were constructed by Serre [FGI + 05, §8.6 and §8.7]. As proven by Ekedahl [Eke03] , other examples are given by non-liftable Calabi-Yau varieties in [Hir99, Sch04] . Furthermore, our results imply that the claim in Corollary 0.3 of [Bha18] is true for every integer n 4.
1.2. Deformations of Frobenius -another approach. An essential part of the above argument was the rigidity of the Frobenius homomorphism of a reductive group over a field of characteristic p > 0. This property can be derived from an intricate theory of reductive groups over arbitrary bases developed in [SGA 3 III ] (see §5). We also note that non-liftability fo the Frobenius homomorphism of GL N over W was proven by Buium [Bui17, Corollary 4.116] using his theory of p-differentials. In the last part of this paper, we provide an alternative approach to this problem and prove that the Frobenius homomorphism of a reductive group of non-exceptional type lifts neither mod p 2 nor to characteristic zero. We decided to include the argument in the paper, because it is of purely geometric nature and provide an insight which might be useful for considerations concerning other potentially non-reductive groups.
In informal terms, our main observation is that a mod p 2 (resp. characteristic zero) lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism of a group scheme G/k gives a natural lifting of the Frobenius pullback of every mod p 2 (resp. characteristic zero) liftable principal bundle of G. For the general linear group GL 2 , identifying its principal bundles with rank two vector bundles, we obtain a contradiction with the results of Lauritzen-Rao [LR97] described in detail in Example 7.11 (resp. with the results of Totaro).
1.3. Structure of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we provide some preliminary results concerning main objects of our considerations. Then, in §3 we analyse deformation theory of equivariant bundles, and in particular prove Theorem 1.1. Subsequently, in §4 and §5 we recall the general results concerning reductive group schemes over arbitrary bases, and then apply them to the deformation theory of Frobenius homomorphisms of reductive group schemes. In §6, we combine previous results to prove Theorem 1.2. Finally, §7 contains an alternative geometric proof of non-liftability of the Frobenius homomorphism of reductive groups.
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Preliminaries
In this section, we present some preliminary results concerning the main subjects of our interest: Frobenius morphism, non-equicharacteristic deformation theory and group actions. We also recall some basic properties of quotient stacks, since they are a handy tool in some of the following considerations.
2.1. Frobenius morphism. Let p > 0 be a prime number. For every scheme X defined over F p we consider the Frobenius morphism F X : X → X defined as the identity on the level of topological spaces and the map of sheaves of rings F
For every morphism π : X → S of schemes over F p , the associated Frobenius morphisms are compatible with π, which in turn yields a diagram
defining the Frobenius twist π : X ′ → S and the relative Frobenius morphism F X/S : X → X ′ . We note that if X is a group scheme over S then the associated Frobenius morphism is in fact a homomorphism of groups schemes.
2.2. Basics of deformation theory. Here, we recall the necessary tools from deformation theory. For a general treatment of the topic we refer to [Sch68, Har10] .
Definition 2.1. Let X be a scheme over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, and let A ∈ Art W (k) (k) be a local Artinian W (k)-algebra with residue field k. We say that a morphism π :
The data of all deformations of a certain geometric object can be conveniently described by a deformation functor, that is, a covariant functor from the category Art W (k) (k) to the category of sets satisfying certain technical conditions ([Har10, Chapter 15]). In this paper, we shall be interested in the functors describing deformation of schemes and vector bundles potentially equipped with additional structure (e.g., equivariant structure). The deformation functor of a scheme X is defined by the association:
The set of all deformation functors forms a category with natural transformations as morphisms. We say that a morphism of deformation functors F → G is smooth if for every small extension
induced by functoriality is surjective. In particular, if F → G is smooth then for every A ∈ Art W (k) (k) the map F (A) → G (A) is surjective too. Note that this is consistent with standard notion of formal smoothness of morphism of schemes (see, e.g., [Sta17, Tag 02H0] ). In the classical paper [Sch68, Proposition 3.10] (see also [Har10,  Chapter 16]), it is proven that for affine schemes with isolated singularities and projective schemes the above functor admits a hull, i.e., a smooth morphism from a functor Hom(R, −) for a complete W (k)-algebra R.
Remark 2.2. In this paper, we shall often work with schemes admitting at most one lifting over every algebra A ∈ Art W (k) (k). We call such schemes infinitesimally rigid. An example of an infinitesimally rigid scheme is given by the projective space P n k , for every n 1.
Assume that X admits a W (k)-liftingX. Then for a given vector bundle E on X, we consider a deformation functor of E given by:
The functor depends on the choice of the liftingX (e.g. for line bundles on K3 surfaces), but is clearly unambiguous for infinitesimally rigid schemes.
In what follows we shall need a criterion for formal smoothness of a natural transformation of deformation functors. It is based on two notions of tangent space and obstruction theory of the deformation functor F . Definition 2.3. The tangent space T F is defined by T F = F (k[ε]/ε 2 ), and under the technical condition mentioned above -satisfied in our context, admits a natural structure of a k-vector space. The tangent space satisfies the following crucial property: for every small extension A ′ → A with kernel I the morphism
For the explanation of the notion of obstruction theory, we refer to [FM98,  
Remark 2.5. For a smooth projective scheme X over k the deformation functor described above admit obstruction theories satisfying (see [Ill71, Proposition 3.1.5, p. 248]):
End(E )) and Ob Def E ≃ H 2 (X, End(E )). Consequently, the condition H 1 (X, T X ) = 0 is sufficient and necessary for X to be infinitesimally rigid. In particular, by [Dem77, Théoreme 2] the Grassmanian Gr(k, N ) is infinitesimally rigid, for every k < N . Furthermore, the second set of conditions is true more generally for deformation of locally free modules on a ringed topos. We shall use this property for sheaves on the quotient stack [X/G]. Moreover, for every morphism f : X → Y of ringed topoi flat over W and a locally free sheaf E on Y = Y ⊗ k, there exists a morphism of deformation functors Def E → Def f * E , induced by the pullback, whose tangent and obstruction maps are given by the natural maps
We also need the following result whose proof is based on [LS14, Proposition 2.2]. Proposition 2.6. Assume that X is an infinitesimally rigid scheme over k such that H 2 (X, O X ) = 0. Then, for every vector bundle E , the natural morphism of deformation functors Def E → Def P(E ) is smooth.
Proof. Let A ′ → A be a small extension of rings in Art W (k) (k). We need to prove that the natural map
is surjective. For this purpose, we take an A ′ -deformationP of P(E ) such thatP A ≃ P(E A ), for some deformation E A of the vector bundle E over a unique A-deformation X A . By the assumption H 2 (X, O X ) = 0, we easily see that H 2 P(E ), O P(E ) = 0 and therefore all line bundles deform oñ P A . In particular, the tautological line bundle OP
A
(1) deforms to a line bundle OP(1). Using [LS14, Proposition 2.2], we see that the morphism π : P(E A ) → X A also lifts toπ :P →X. Consequently, the natural surjective evaluation mapπ * π * OP(1) → OP(1) yields a morphismP → P(π * OP(1)) of flat schemes over A ′ , which restricts to the isomorphism over A, and is therefore an isomorphism. This finishes the proof.
2.3. Groups actions, quotient stacks and equivariant sheaves. We now give a short recollection of basic facts concerning group actions, classifying and quotient stacks, and equivariant sheaves. A reader familiar with all these notions can freely skip this section and proceed to the main part of the paper. Throughout this section X is an S-scheme equipped with an action of a flat S-group scheme G (not necessarily smooth). We begin by recalling the definition of an equivariant bundle on X. In this section, by m : G × S X → X we denote the action map of G on X, and by p X : G × S X → X the projection onto the second factor.
Definition 2.7. A G-equivariant structure on a quasi-coherent sheaves E is an isomorphism σ : p * X E ≃ m * E satisfying the standard cocycle condition (see [Sta17, Tag 043S]). A G-equivariant bundle is a vector bundle together with a choice of a G-equivariant structure.
In turns out that equivariant sheaves can be conveniently described as objects on the quotient stack [X/G]. The stack [X/G] is defined as the category fibered in groupoids over Sch fppf S with:
• objects given by diagrams P / / X T, where T is an S-scheme, the morphism P → T is a G-principal bundle and P → X is an equivariant map, • morphisms given by G-bundle maps
In particular, for every T ∈ Sch fppf S the morphisms T → [X/G] are in one-to-one correspondence with diagrams as above. In the special case X = S, we denote [S/G] by BG. By above considerations, BG is a moduli stack of principal G-bundles, that is, the set of morphisms T → BG is naturally bijective with the set of isomorphism classes of principal G-bundles on T . By [Sta17, Tag 044O] the stack [X/G] is in fact a quotient of X be the groupoid:
and therefore, using [Sta17, Tag 06WT], we obtain the following characterization of equivariant sheaves.
Proposition 2.8. The category of quasi-coherent G-equivariant sheaves on X is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the quotient stack [X/G].
Remark 2.9. Motivated by the above result, throughout the paper we identify equivariant sheaves and associated sheaves on the quotient stack. For an equivariant sheaf E there is a natural notion of cohomology. It is customary to refer to H i ([X/G], E ) as equivariant cohomology (more topologically oriented authors denote analogous groups by H i G (X, E )). Proof. By Proposition 2.8, we need to describe the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the quotient stack [(G/P )/G]. Since the P -action on G is free we see that the homogeneous space G/P is isomorphic to the quotient stack [G/P ]. Consequently, the stack [(G/P )/G] is isomorphic to the quotient of G by the G × S P action given by right multiplication by G and left multiplication by P . This quotient can be conducted in two steps: first dividing by G, and then by P . This implies that
and hence the proof is finished.
Deformations of equivariant sheaves
In this section, we analyze deformation theory of equivariant sheaves. In particular, we introduce the functor of equivariant deformations of such sheaves and relate it to the standard functor of deformations ignoring the equivariant structure.
3.1. The Cartan-Leray spectral sequence. In order to compute the equivariant cohomology we shall use the following gadget coming from the realm of topology. Every free group action on a topological space gives rise to a Cartan-Leray spectral sequence relating cohomology groups of the space with the cohomology of the quotient. Since the natural quotient map X → [X/G] is free it is natural to expect the existence of a similar sequence in the world of algebraic geometry. Indeed, we have the following: Proposition 3.1. Let X/S be a scheme equipped with an action of a smooth groups scheme G/S. Let E be a G-equivariant sheaf (equivalently a sheaf on the quotient stack [X/G]) . Then there exists a convergent E 2 -page spectral sequence:
Proof. We apply the Leray spectral sequence (see [Sta17, Tag 0734] 
The direct images via the first morphism can be computed using the G-equivariant Godement resolution.
Corollary 3.2. Let X/S be a scheme equipped with an action of a smooth groups scheme G/S. Let E be a G-equivariant sheaf (equivalently a sheaf on the quotient stack [X/G]). Then there exists an exact sequence:
where the maps Proof. For the existence of the sequence we apply the seven-term exact sequence associated with a spectral sequence. The second claim follows from the construction of Cartan-Leray spectral sequence.
Deformation theory of equivariant sheaves.
If the schemeX is equipped with an action over W (k) of a group schemeG, and E is a vector bundle on X equivariant with respect to the action of G =G ⊗ k we may consider the functor of equivariant deformations of E :
It turns out that the morphisms in the above spectral sequence describe the behaviour of the natural forgetful transformation Def 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.8, we see that the transformation Def G E → Def E is in fact induced by the system of pullback morphisms π * A coming from the projections π A :
. By Remark 2.5, the tangent and obstruction maps of the transformation can be identified with the pullbacks
), for i = 1, 2 respectively. By Corollary 3.2, those fit into an exact sequence
To conclude using Lemma 2.4, it is sufficient to prove that H 1 (X, End(E )) is a trivial G-module and H 1 G, H 1 (X, End(E )) = H 2 G, H 0 (X, End(E )) = 0. These statements follow directly from the assumptions.
Remark 3.4. The above conditions have natural interpretations. For example, the element in H 2 (G, H 0 (X, End(E ))) is an obstruction for the extension of the deformation of the equivariant structure. In the case of G a finite group we can describe it as follows. The equvariant structure over
of such structure is a lifting of σ which satisfy the cocyle condition. An obstruction for this is a 2-cocycle in the tangent space (identified with H 0 (X, End(E ))) of the automorphism functor, that is, an element of H 2 (G, H 0 (X, End(E ))), as desired.
Remark 3.5. We see that the conditions are necessary by a simple example of SL 2 (k)-equivariant bundle on X = P 1 k equipped with the natural action.
with no fixed points, and therefore no non-trivial deformation of E admits an extension of the equivariant structure. Interestingly, the situation is different for the vector bundle O ⊕ O(2).
3.3. Deformation theory of equivariant sheaves on homogeneous spaces. In this section, we briefly analyze the functor of equivariant deformations in the special case of homogeneous spaces defined over W (k). SupposeG is a smooth affine group scheme over W (k), andP ⊂G is a parabolic subgroup scheme. LetX =G/P be the associated homogeneous space over W (k), and let F be a rank k vector bundle on X =X ⊗ k equivariant with respect to the action of G =G ⊗ k.
By Corollary 2.11 we know that for every A ∈ Art W (k) (k) the category of G A -equivariant sheaves on X A = G A /P A is equivalent to the category of P A -representations. Representations of rank k are in one-to-one correspondence with orbits of the conjugacy action of GL k,A on the set of homomorphisms Hom(P A , GL k,A ). Taking f : P → GL k to be one of the homomorphisms corresponding to the sheaf F on G/P , we obtain a natural transformation of deformation functors Def f −→ Def G F (cf. Remark 5.4). Lemma 3.6. For every G-equivariant sheaf F on G/P and every homomorphism f : P → GL k giving rise to F , the natural transformation Def f −→ Def G F is smooth. In particular, every equivariant deformation of F yields a deformation of the associated homomorphism.
Proof. Simple application of formal smoothness of G.
Reductive groups
In this section, we recall standard result concerning reductive groups over arbitrary base. As a reference we use the classical account from [SGA 3 III ].
Definition 4.1 ([SGA 3 III , Exposé XIX, Définition 2.7]). We say that an affine group scheme G defined over on algebraically closed field is reductive if its unipotent radical, i.e., maximal connected normal unipotent group is trivial. Over a general base S, a group scheme G → S is reductive if it is affine and flat, and for every geometric points the fibre Gs is reductive. Let S be a connected scheme, and let G/S be a reductive group scheme. Take T ⊂ G to be a maximal torus over S, that is, a subtorus of G such that for every geometric point s → S the group T s ⊂ G s is a maximal torus in the standard sense (see [SGA 3 III , Exposé XII, Définition 1.3]). Such torus exists étale locally on the base S. The torus T acts via conjugation on the Lie algebra g = e * Ω 1 G/S , where e : S → G is the identity section of G, decomposing it into a finite sum
g α of eigenspaces g α for characters α ∈ Hom grp/S (T, G m/S ), which are locally free sheaves on S. The set of characters α appearing in the above decomposition is called the set of roots of G/S with respect to T . We denote this set by R(G, T ). It turns out that the functor
is 
such that the pairing induced by composition
satisfies the condition α, α ∨ = 2. The functor
is representable by a closed and open subscheme R ∨ ⊂ Hom grp/S (G m/S , T ), and together with the natural association α → α ∨ satisfies number of other conditions which make a tuple
a root data for a pair (G, T ) over S. We refer to [SGA 3 III , Exposé XXII, Définition 1.9] for a precise definition, not necessary in our context.
4.2.
Rigidification. Étale locally on the base S, the torus T is trivial, i.e., there exists a torsion free Z-module M such that T is isomorphic to the tori D S (M ) = Hom Z (M, G m/S ). In this situation, the root (resp. coroot) subscheme is isomorphic to the total space of a constant subsheaf of M S (resp. M ∨ S ) associated with a subset R ⊂ M (resp. R ∨ ⊂ M ∨ ). Furthermore, also étale locally, the root eigenspaces g α are in fact free O S -modules. If those conditions are satisfied on S, we say that the group scheme G/S is rigidified (fr. déployé) with respect to T (see [SGA 3 III , Exposé XXII, Définition 1.13]). There is a natural notion of a morphism of rigidified groups. 
Remark 4.6. It is important to remark that the association x → x q induces an endomorphism of G a/S if and only if q = p n for n 0 and a prime number p satisfies p = 0 ∈ O S . In particular, for schemes S where no prime number is equal to zero the function q : R → N is necesarilly identically equal to one.
We use the above notion for isogenies of reductive groups. We say that a morphism G → G ′ of reductive groups over S is an isogeny if it is faithfully flat and finite (see [SGA 3 III , Exposé XXII, Définition 4.9]).
Example 4.7. The natural quotient map SL 2 → PGL 2 is a rigidified isogeny with kernel µ 2 . The associated morphism of lattices is the multiplication by two and the function q is identically one. 
.13]). Every isogeny G → G ′ of reductive groups over S is rigidified étale locally on S. In particular, every isogeny of reductive groups is rigidified over a spectrum of an Artinian algebra.

Deformations of the Frobenius morphism of group schemes
After the above preparation, we are ready to present an important part of the paper pertaining to the deformations of the Frobenius homomorphism. More precisely, in this section, we introduce the deformation functor of the Frobenius homomorphism of a group scheme defined over the ring of Witt vectors of a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. Moreover, based on the previous section, we prove that for a reductive group the functor is restricted to rings where p = 0.
General definitions.
We start with a definition. LetG be a flat group scheme over W (k), and letG ′ =G ⊗ W (k),σ W (k) be the base change ofG along the Frobenius morphism σ :
We say that the a morphism In this paper, we shall be mostly interested in the above functor considered for a deformationG of a reductive group scheme G. In this context, we emphasize that, by the existence and rigidity statements for redctive groups (see [SGA 3 III , Exposé XXII, Corollaire 5.1]) the definition of the deformation functor of the Frobenius morphism only depends on the group scheme G, and therefore we may consider a non-ambiguous deformation functor Def F G . We now apply the results of the previous section to describe this functor.
Theorem 5.2. Let G/W be a reductive group scheme over W . Then the functor Def F G satisfies the property Def F G (A) = ∅, for every Artinian W -algebra A such that p = 0 in A.
Proof. This is a direct corollary of Proposition 4.9. More precisely, we take a homomorphism
A over A lifting the relative Frobenius. It is clearly rigidified (see Definition 4.5). Morever, the data of a ridification is discrete and therefore uniquely defined by the Frobenius homomorphism at the special fibre. This implies that the function q in the definiton of the rigidification is identically equal to p. By Remark 4.6 we consequently see that p = 0 in A, which finishes the proof.
Remark 5.3. On the contrary, for an abelian variety E/k the behaviour of deformation functors Def FẼ considerably depend on the choice of the liftingẼ. For instance, taking E to be an ordinary abelian variety , by Serre-Tate theory there exists a unique liftingẼ/W (k) such that F : E → E lifts formally to W (k).
Remark 5.4. More generally, given two group schemesG andH over W (k) together with a morphism f : G → H, we may consider the deformation functor Def f defined by the formula
The Frobenius deformation functor is a particular instance DefG
,G ′ F G of this definition.
Frobenius twists of tautological bundles on flag varieties
In this section we apply the results developed above to analyze the deformation theory of Frobenius twists of tautological bundles on Grassmanians. As a corollary we obtain a description of deformation theory of recent Totaro's examples. In this section, by k we denote an algebraically closed field. 6.1. Some results in representation theory. We begin with some preliminary results on representation theory of reductive groups. We refer to [Jan03, Chapter II] for the detailed account on the general theory and the comprehensive presentation of the characteristic p > 0 phenomena.
We now extended the results on root data described in section §4 with some basics of representation theory. Let T be a torus, that is, a group isomorphic to a product of finitely many copies of G m (note that we work over an algebraically closed field, and hence all tori are split). We set X(T ) = Hom(T, G m ) to be the group of characters and Y (T ) = Hom(G m , T ) to be the group of cocharacters. Now, we take G to be a reductive group over k. We fix a maximal torus T ≃ G n m in G, and a Borel subgroup B containing T , i.e., a maximal closed connected solvable subgroup. Given this data, as in §4.1, we consider the adjoint action of T on the Lie algebra g. The action is diagonalizable, and hence yields a set R ⊂ X(T ) of non-zero weights, which is called the roots of G. The subset R + of roots appearing in the decomposition of T -action on b ⊂ g is called the positive roots. There exists a unique basis S ⊂ R + of X(T ) ⊗ R such that any other element of R + can be written as a sum of positive multiples of elements of S. We refer to S as simple roots.
Example 6.1. We now give a few details concerning the root data of the linear group GL n . We choose a maximal torus T ≃ G n m ⊂ GL n to be the group of diagonal invertible matrices. The group X(T ) is a lattice with a basis given by characters {ℓ i } i=1...n ⊂ X(T ) defined by the formula ℓ i (diag(t 1 , . . . , t n )) = t i . Taking B ⊂ GL n to be a Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, the root data is as follows: 
The reflections and corresponding dot actions are explicitly given by the relations:
6.2. Cohomology groups of equivariant sheaves. For every character λ ∈ X(T ), we denote by L λ the line bundle on G/B given by G × B k λ , where k λ is a B representation induced by the homomorphism B → T → G m . In order to apply Theorem 3.3 we need to control the behaviour of certain cohomology groups of equivariant bundles. Unfortunately, the usual tool applied in this context -Borel-Weil-Bott theorem -fails in characteristic p > 0. As a substitute we shall use the following results due to Kempf and Andersen. Before stating the result, we recall the definition of the dot action λ → s α · λ. For every simple root α ∈ S, it is defined by the formula a) Suppose λ, α ∨ = ap n − 1, for 0 < a < p and n 0. Then
a j p j with 0 a j < p for all j and a n = 0. Assume that there exists j < n such that a j < p − 1. Then
If the above condition holds and λ is dominant, then λ is the largest weight of H
Otherwise, let m be minimal with a m < p − 1 and let m ′ m be minimal for the condition Proof. The proof depends on the description of the GL N -equivariant structure of the bundle F * E . As in §6.1, let B be the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, and let P be the parabolic subgroup of block matrices such that Gr(d, N ) ∼ = GL N /P . Using Corollary 2.11, we immediately see that E is a vector bundle corresponding the representation π : P → GL k given by the projection onto the d×d block isomorphic to GL d . Consequently, the vector bundle F * E is associated with the composition of the projection π and the Frobenius homomorphism of GL d , which we denote by f . We infer the claim of the proposition from the existence of the following diagram of smooth morphisms of deformation functors
where the equivariant deformations of F * E are considered with respect to the natural liftingP ⊂ GL N,W (k) of P (cf. §3.2 and §3.3). We begin the proof of existence of the diagram by observing that, using Remark 2.5, the Grassmanian is infinitesimally rigid and therefore there exists a morphism of deformation functors Def F * E → Def P(F * E ) , which is smooth by Proposition 2.6.
We now prove that the forgetful natural transformation Def GL N F * E −→ Def F * E associated with the GL N -equivariant structure on F * E , as described in §3.1, is smooth. We aim at applying Theorem 3.3. For this purpose, we first see that GL N is reductive and therefore H 1 (GL N , k) = 0 by Proposition 6.4, which yields condition iii) of Theorem 3.3. In order to prove that other assumptions are satisfied we first provide a simple technical lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let G be a reductive group, and let B be the Borel subgroup. Suppose F is an equivariant vector bundle on G/B which is filtered by equivariant line bundles
Proof. We reason by induction with respect to n. For n = 1 the claim is clear. For n 2, we consider the long exact cohomology sequence associated with the short exact sequence
We obtain a sequence
By induction hypothesis both right and left terms are either trivial or zero, and thus the middle term likewise (there are no non-trivial extensions by Kempf vanishing).
We now proceed with the proof of the proposition. We observe that the set of weights of the representation associated with F * E is equal to {pℓ 1 , . . . , pℓ d }. Consequently, the set of weights of the endomorphism representation is equal to {p(
, and hence by standard Leray spectral sequence argument we may compute cohomology after pulling back to GL N /B. Now, we observe that π * End(F * E ) is filtered by line bundles associated with weights p(
is filtered by trivial G-representations, and consequently H 2 GL N , H 0 (GL N /P, End(F * E )) is zero by Proposition 6.4. This yields condition i) of Theorem 3.3. To finish the proof, we need to show that
To this end, we use the filtration of π * End(F * E ) with quotient L p(ℓ i −ℓ j ) again. In order to apply Lemma 6.6, we distinguish four cases.
(1) For i = j, the 1-st cohomology group of the suitable line bundle clearly vanishes by Kempf vanishing. (2) For i < j, we observe that
By checking scalar product with ℓ j+1 − ℓ j+2 , which is allowable because j N − 2, we see that λ is not dominant. This allows us to apply Proposition 6.3 a) to see that
precisely we see that
and therefore the same arguments as in (2) can be applied. (4) Finally, for i = j + 1, using a simple root ℓ i−1 − ℓ i and taking
we compute as above to observe that
This allows us to apply Proposition 6.3 b) to see that
) is in fact non-zero of highest weight zero, and therefore trivial.
Summing up all the cases and applying Lemma 6.6, we see that H 1 (GL N /P, F * End(E )) is a trivial representation. This means that all the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied and therefore the forgetful morphism of deformation functors Def GL N F * E → Def F * E is smooth as required. Now, we construct the arrows Def The final claim is a direct corollary of Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 6.7. Let X be a Fano variety violating Kodaira vanishing described in §1.1. Then X does not lift to any ring where p = 0.
Proof. Recalling the description in §1.1, it suffices to apply Theorem 6.5 for d = 2 and N = p+2.
Another proof of non-liftability of Frobenius
In this supplementary chapter we present another proof of mod p 2 and characteristic zero nonliftability of the Frobenius homomorphism of reductive groups. We decided to include it in the paper since it is very different in spirit and might be of interest for liftability questions for other, potentially non-reductive groups.
Frobenius liftings of G and Frobenius pullbacks of principal G-bundles.
This subsection is devoted to the formalization of the observation that a Frobenius lifting of a group G gives a natural way of lifting Frobenius pullbacks of principal G-bundles and vector bundles with an appropriate reduction of the structure group. 
where m P : X → BG and m P A : X A → BG A are the natural moduli maps associated with the principal bundles P → X and P A → X A . The composition BF G,A • m P A gives rise to a principal bundle P ′ A which by commutativity of the above diagram clearly lifts P ′ . This finishes the first part of the proof. For the rest, we extend the diagram above with the reduction of the structure group morphism induced by π A to obtain Proof. We simply use the previous result to derive a compatible system of liftings.
Remark 7.3. It is important to note that the scheme X A does not necessarily admit a Frobenius lifting and hence we cannot constuct P ′ A as a pullback of P A . Example 7.4. In the case of vector bundles, that is, principal GL n bundles, the above application of classifying stacks can be substituted with the following more down to earth observation. Suppose we are given a scheme X over k together with an A-liftingX, for A ∈ Art W (k) (k). Let E be a vector bundle on X, and letẼ be its lifting overX. Assume thatẼ is defined by a coveringŨ i and a cocycleg ij ∈ GL n (OŨ ij ). IfF : GL n,A → GL n,A is a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism, thenF (g ij ) is the cocycle inducing a lifting of F * E .
Functoriality properties of Frobenius liftings.
In this section, we consider a surjective morphism of group schemesπ :G →H flat over W (k), and attempt to understand the relation between the Frobenius liftings of G and H. In particular, we prove some necessary criteria for liftings of the Frobenius homomorphism of G to descend along π, and liftings of the Frobenius homomorphism of H to lift along π. 
In order to show that F G,A descends to a Frobenius lifting F H,A : H A → H ′ A compatible with π we need to show that the obstruction class
is a trivial homomorphism. However, reducing the diagram over k and using the commutativity of π and Frobenii, we see that σ is in fact a deformation of a trivial homomorphism. By [Ill72] , the infinitesimal deformations of the trivial homomorphism K → H are classified by H 1 (K, h) and therefore, using the assumption of linearly reductivity, we see that σ is trivial. This finishes the proof.
Corollary 7.6. For every morphism of reductive group schemes π : G → H defined over W (k) with linearly reductive kernel, we have a morphism of deformation functors Def F G → Def F H Example 7.7. Letπ : SL n × G m → GL n be a morphism of multiplication by constant diagonal matrices. Its kernel is isomorphic to the linearly reductive group scheme µ n , and therefore we obtain a morphism of deformation functors Def F SLn × Gm,k → Def F GLn,k .
The following proposition is standard, but we decided to include the proof for the sake of completeness. Proof. We consider the base change
We claim it fits in the diagram
where the dashed arrow is a unique isomorphism compatible with morphisms π and π ′ . Indeed, by the Frobenius invariance of étale sites [SGA 5, XIV=XV §1 n • 2, Pr. 2(c)], the diagram Lauritzen and Rao provide a simple example of a 6-dimensional variety violating Kodaira vanishing. The construction goes as follows. Let V be a 4-dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic p, and let Y ⊂ P(V ) × P(V ∨ ) be the incidence variety of hyperplanes and lines (identified with hyperplanes in the dual space). Let S be a rank two vector bundle on Y defined as the quotient of the tautological hyperplane bundle by the tautological line bundle. Note that P(S ) is the full flag variety of V . The example of Lauritzen-Rao is a scheme X defined as the projectivization of the Frobenius pullback of S , i.e., by the cartesian diagram:
The authors exhibit an ample line bundle L on X such that H 5 (X, ω X ⊗ L ) > 0, and therefore Kodaira vanishing is not satisfied. Observing that dim X = 6 and using Deligne-Illusie results, this implies that for p 7 the variety X does not lift mod p 2 . Moreover, by Proposition 2.6, we see that the vector bundle F * S is not liftable over W 2 (k) either. It is important to remark that the Euler characteristic satisfies χ(X, ω X ⊗ L ) > 0 (cf. [LR97, end of page 24]), and therefore we cannot use a semi-continuity argument to deduce that neither X nor F * S lift to a ramified extension of W (k).
We now proceed to the proof of our main theorem. Proof. First, we prove that all linearly reductive groups admit a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism. For this purpose, we observe that by the result of Nagata (see [Nag62] ) linearly reductive groups are of multiplicative type, and by Example 5.1 those clearly admit Frobenius lifting over any base.
For the converse implication, we first assume that G is an almost-simple semisimple group of non-exceptional type and prove that it does not admit a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism mod p 2 . By [Mil17, Chapter 22] such groups are classified up to a central isogeny (surjective homomomorphism with finite central kernel) by irreducible Dynkin diagrams, and therefore we conduct a case by case analysis with respect to the type of the diagram. For the sake of clarity, we first treat the case of type A 1 . All groups of this type admit a multiplicative isogeny onto an adjoint group, which is isomorphic to PGL 2,k . By Proposition 7.5 it therefore suffices to prove that PGL 2,k does not admit a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism mod p 2 . In order to see this, we apply Proposition 7.1 for the principal bundle associated with the P 1 -bundle P(S ) → Y from Example 7.11, whose Frobenius pullback does not lift mod p 2 . In order to generalize the result we use the following Lemma 7.13. LetX be a projective scheme over W (k), and let E and E ′ be two vector bundles on X =X ⊗ W (k) k. Suppose OX (1) is a relatively ample line bundle onX. Then for every pair of integers N and N ′ such that N + N ′ is sufficiently large and every A ∈ Art W (k) (k), a lifting F A of F = E (N ) ⊕ E ′ (−N ′ ) over X A induces potentially non-unique deformations of both E and E ′ .
Proof of Lemma 7.13. For the proof we use the obstruction theory for the Quot functor given in [HL10, Lemma 2.2.6]. Let π : F → E (N ) be the natural projection map with kernel E ′ (−N ′ ). Given the lifting F A we can consider the functor Quot −N ′ , E (N ) ) is zero. This is clearly true for N + N ′ sufficiently large by Serre vanishing, and hence an extension π A exists (not necessarily unique). It is easy to see that Q is a deformation of E (N ) and Ker π A is a deformation of E ′ (−N ′ ). Twisting by appropriate powers of the given ample line bundle we obtain necessary deformations.
Equipped with the above, we are ready to proceed to other types of Dynkin diagrams. We begin with the case of A n . We consider the variety Y from Example 7.11 with its natural projective W (k)-liftingỸ and the associated ample line bundle OỸ (1). By Lemma 7.13 for every n 2 there exists an integer N such that the vector bundle S n = S ⊕ O Y (N ) ⊕n−2 is p 2 liftable but its Frobenius pullback is not. By Proposition 2.6 we see that the associated projective bundle satisfies analogous properties and therefore applying Proposition 7.1 we see that PGL n,k does not admit a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism. This settles the case of A n since PGL n,k is a simple representative [Mil17, Chapter 22] of the respective Dynkin diagram, i.e., admits an multiplicative isogeny from any other semisimple group of this Dynkin diagram.
For Dynkin diagrams of types B n , C n and D n we utilize a similar technique. More precisely, for B n we reason as follows. First, we recall that SO 2n+1 is a non-simple representative of this Dynkin diagram. By Proposition 7.1(2), in order to prove that SO 2n+1 does not admit a lifting of the Frobenius homomorphism it suffices to exhibit a vector bundle of rank 2n + 1 which admits a non-degenerate bilinear pairing, is liftable, but its Frobenius pullback is not. We claim that for N large enough the bundle S sym is non-degenerate. In order to descend non-liftability to a simple representative, we recall that the index of the Dynkin diagram B n is smaller than p and therefore the natural isogeny SO 2n+1 → SO ad 2n+1 is étale and therefore we may apply Proposition 7.8. The cases of C n and D n are settled analogously by substituting SO 2n+1 and its natural representation with Sp 2n and SO 2n . Note that again the indices of those Dynkin diagrams are smaller than p and therefore we may apply Proposition 7.8 without any reservations. We leave the case of a general reductive group of non-exceptional type as a simple exercise in application of Proposition 7.5 and Proposition 7.8 based on the classification of reductive groups.
The part of the theorem concerning formal liftability of Frobenius homomorphism of reductive groups over a ramified extension of W (k) is proven analogously. However, instead of Example 7.11 and Proposition 7.1, we use the projective bundles constructed by Totaro (described in §1.1) and Corollary 7.2. To justify this change in the argument, we recall that unlike Lauritzen-Rao examples, those of Totaro clearly do not deform to characteristic zero since they admit a liftable ample line bundle of negative Euler characteristic of a twist by the canonical bundle (cf. end of Example 7.11).
